Key aspects on cancer immunology

Abstract

Although the obvious achievements in treatment and diagnostics are available, oncology diseases remain a major healthcare problem worldwide. The incidence of cancer has significantly increased globally due to the increasing exposure of risk factors and average life expectancy. The specific response against tumours is developed and realized by the immunocompetent organs. However, activated immunocompetent cells are frequently failed in their mission to reject the tumor, which leads to cancer progression and metastasis. Such failure of immune system is linked with the phenomenon of cancer recurrence, which is based on widespread of highly metastatic tumor cells with low immunogenicity. Thus, the tumor cells acquire the ability to avoid the monitoring of immune system and become resistant to anti-cancer drugs. The immune response during cancer as well as immune escape is the complex of different processes those should be further investigated and determined. The article aims to present the main immunology mechanisms specific to cancer.
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HLA class I complex and tumor

The function and role of immune system to develop a T-lymphocytes based specific immune response against tumor is well known and described. However, the tumor cannot be frequently rejected by activated tumor-specific immuno competent cells. This functional downfall of immune response is the background mechanism of tumor progression and metastasis. This phenomenon is based on widespread of highly metastatic tumor cells with low immunogenicity. The molecular background of antitumor immune response and cancer immunotherapy is the recognition by cytotoxic T lymphocytes (cytotoxic T-cells, CTLs) the heavy chain/beta2-microglobulin (β2m)/tumor peptide, which belongs to human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I complex. Therefore, the cancer immune escape and metastasis development are associated with altered and defective expression of HLA class I molecules in tumor tissue. The stimulation by cytokines or immunotherapy might be helpful for recovery of some HLA alterations, so called “soft” lesions. We suppose, that the escape from immune recognition is linked with tumor cells specific “hard” lesions - inevitable structural defects. The low response to immunotherapy and progressive metastases in melanoma patients are described for HLA-negative tumor cellular variants with irreversible defects. Therefore, the determination of the tumor specific HLA class I defect (regulatory or structural) is highly important for selection of an appropriate immunotherapy protocol. Furthermore, melanoma specific tumor HLA class I antigen expression is determined as “immunological constant of rejection”. The tumor HLA class I antigen expression in melanoma correlates with tumor rejection mediated by CTLs, allograft rejection, graft-versus-host disease or development of an autoimmune disease. It has been revealed, that β2m deficiencies are underlying the mechanisms of immune escape in melanoma and other types of cancer. Two genetic events targeted on β2m gene are underlying the β2m loss in cancer cell; these mechanisms are mutation of one copy of target gene and loss of its copy. The chronological order of these events should be further investigated. β2m loss in cancer cells correlates with tumor tissue specific HLA class I abnormalities and as a consequence with a worse clinical outcome. HLA alterations can be seen in neoplastic tissues and cell cultures developed from tumor tissues of clinical samples. Unfortunately, the β2m genetic changes and alterations developed during and specific to metastasis have not been investigated till now. Only several research projects were focusing on correlation between HLA classes I loss and immune escape. In these experiments neoplastic tissue samples and cell cultures developed from the mentioned tissue samples were investigated. The experimental data links the HLA class I genetically altered expression with metastasis development. We hypothesize, that the correlation between immune escape of HLA I negative tumor tissues and β2m loss exists. Probably this is an early genetic event of cancer progression.

CTLs programmed death 1 receptor and cancer cell programmed death ligand

The escape of tumor from immunological reactions as well as acquired resistance to anti-cancer drugs is the unique and specific features of cancer cells. They are the key barriers to the successful management of oncology disease. The main mechanism of cancer escape from immunological reactions is based on interaction between Programmed Death 1 (PD-1) receptor of CTLs and Programmed Death Ligand 1 (PD-L1) of cancer cell. The PD-1/PD-L1 interaction is important event as a part of “immune checkpoint regulators”. This interaction is important for development of self-tolerance; this is the limiting factor of immune response duration and strength. The mechanism of this interaction is based on inhibition of adaptive T cell responses. The tumor cells realized immune regulation mechanism of PD-1/PD-L1 aims anti-cancer adaptive responses suppression. In particular, the activation of PD-1/PD-L1 mechanism correlates with anti-tumor adaptive responses suppression, those are based on induction of CTL anergy, exhaustion, apoptosis and decreased cytokine production. Furthermore, PD-1 and PD-L1 mechanism
is linked with obvious resistance of cancer cell to pro-apoptotic signals. These signals are delivered by cytotoxic immune effectors, staurosporin, as well as Fas ligation. The precise cellular mechanism of this phenomenon should be further determined and investigated. There is the difference in cancer cells specific expression of PD-L1. PD-L1 expression is stimulated by local factors and molecules like interferon gamma (IFNγ). Therefore, PD-L1 is a valuable prognostic marker; PD-L1 expression correlates with the grade of tumor infiltration by lymphocytes (TILs); high histological grade of tumor and worse clinical outcome is already determined. Nowadays research activities are focused on PD-1/PD-L1 signalling through the application of humanized monoclonal antibodies (e.g., Nivolumab). The obtained results confirmed obvious clinical responses in advanced cases of skin cancer (melanoma), lung cancer (non-small cell lung cancer), kidney cancer (renal cell carcinoma) and etc. Furthermore, recent data suggest that PD-1/PD-L1 mechanism may be a background of cancer cell survival mechanism. It has been discovered that PD-1/PD-L1 based mechanism may be a background of resistance to radiotherapy and anti-CTLA-4 antibody based immunotherapy. It may be estimated, that response to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade therapy is associated with tumor PD-L1 protein levels.

Taking into account that PD-L1 expression protects of tumor cells from influence of pro-apoptotic agents, and that the PD-1/PD-L1 mechanism correlates with severe clinical outcomes, we hypothesize that this mechanism is linked with development and acquiring of resistance to conventional chemotherapeutic drugs. We propose that inhibition of PD-1/PD-L1 mechanism by applying of PD-1 targeted therapy will enhance the efficacy of conventional chemotherapy. The biomarkers for predicting the efficacy of the PD-1 blockade cancer therapy should be mentioned especially. Potential predictive biomarkers for anti-tumor responses with PD-1 inhibitors can be found among tumor cell-related factors and host immunological factors. The frequency of cancer cells specific genetic mutations due to microsatellite instability (MSI) combined with DNA mismatch repair deficiency (MMRd) has been recently reported as a candidate biomarker. The mutated new superficial antigens of cancer cells are recognized by T and B lymphocytes as foreign antigens directly or through the antigen presenting cell (APC) system. Cancer cells exposed to IFNγ released from activated T cells express PD-L1; they are establishing an acquired immune resistance. In such cases PD-L1 signal inhibitors are effective. Experimentally were examined candidate biomarkers such as the PD-L1 level on tumor cells and the frequency of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes, the levels of IFN-γ related genes in tumor cells, the frequency of mutations in tumor cells, and the diversity of TCRs in tumor antigen–specific T cells. It has been revealed that these candidates do not always correspond to a high response according to cancer type. For example, clinical trials of PD-1 inhibitors for squamous-cell lung cancer and ovarian cancer showed no correlation between clinical effect and PD-L1 expression on tumor tissues. The high mutational loads and genes related to T-cell checkpoints, such as CD8A/B, PD-L1, LAG3, and IFN-γ, have been revealed; but in tumor tissues they were not associated with responsiveness in breast cancer patients. The breast cancer susceptibility gene (BRCA) 2 mutation status is associated with responsiveness to PD-1 mAb therapy, while no correlation was found between BRCA2 and avelumab’s clinical effect on ovarian cancer. It is urgent to validate current candidates and to discover new biomarkers for clinical response to PD-1 signal inhibitors.

### Cell signaling during cancer

It is well known, that signaling systems of the cell are important for tissue/organ development and repair, entering and progression of the cell through cell cycle, cellular migration and survival within microenvironments. These signaling systems function in a tissue in cell-type specific manner for the aim to realize cell cycle, anti-apoptotic and cellular movement mechanisms. It has been revealed that the most oncogenic mutations alter the functionality of the cellular signaling systems, regulation of mitosis, apoptosis and stipulate cellular movement. The most important signaling events and their role in cancer are highlighted below. Receptor Tyrosine Kinases (RTKs) are growth factor receptors, those ensure the ability of the normal cell to survive and proliferate. As a result of ligand binding occurs oligomerization of RTKs and phosphorylation of tyrosine residues within the receptor tails or on surrogate proteins (such as IRS, Gab, and FRS). This is the key event of RTKs mediated intracellular events initiation. Oncogenic mutations of RTKs are deregulating activation of receptor tyrosine kinases or their downstream signaling components. For example, HER2 is amplified in about 30% of breast cancers and 4% of non small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cases. HER1 is active in glioblastomas and in 10% of NSCLC patients. Activating mutations of KIT and PDGFR have been revealed in gastrointestinal sarcomas. Furthermore, PDGF and its receptor are overproduced in glioblastomas. KRAS and B Raf activating mutations are frequent in melanoma, pancreatic adenocarcinoma, colorectal carcinoma, and NSCLC cases. Loss of hetero zygosy of PTEN is one of the most common genetic alterations observed in tumor tissues. Activating mutations of:

- a. JAK2 kinase in myelo proliferative neoplasms,
- b. KIT mutations in mucosal melanoma, and
- c. FGFR2 mutations in endometrial carcinoma have been revealed recently.

Cell Adhesion Receptors are mediating the response of normal cells to mitogen when they are not inhibited by cadherin-mediated contact inhibition and are attached to extracellular matrix through integrins. Cancer cells are not responding to these control mechanisms. It is well known, that the most integrins activate Focal Adhesion Kinase (Fak) and Src family kinases, another integrins interact and activate RTKs. It has been hypothesized, that deregulated integrin signaling contributes to tumor formation. Amplification of FAK in breast cancer and over activation of Src family kinases in colorectal cancer has been revealed. The consequence of contact inhibition is the formation of cell junctions. This ensures the immobilization of β-catenin, inhibiting its participation in Wnt signaling, and attenuate the activation of receptor tyrosine kinases. It has been recently revealed, that loss of contact inhibition contributes to the invasive growth of cancer cells. Inactivation of E-cadherin has been documented in diffuse gastric and lobular breast cancers. It has been revealed, that JAG1 and SNA1 up regulation in cancer cells is increased by platelets. JAG1 is encoding a ligand for the Notch receptor, which is inducing SNAI2 expression. SNAI2 together with SNAI1 belong to a complex of transcription factors those are responsible for epithelial-mesenchymal transition and E-cadherin inhibition. Accordingly with our hypothesis platelet adhesion to cancer cells stimulates the development of epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) phenotype. We suppose that this event is the functional and molecular background of cancer cell migration, extra vacation and metastasis development.
**Immune response during cancer**

The interactions between the immune system and the tumor are complex events that will result in successful tumor eradication or immune evasion by the tumor.54 Tumor development and survival depend on interaction of cancer and normal cells, cancer cells and local microenvironment, as well as cancer cells and immune system. In general, T lymphocytes (CD8+ cytotoxic T cells - CTLs and CD4+ helper T cells) curb tumor development through production of interferon (IFN)-γ and cyto toxins,65 but other factors like chronic infection can inhibit these effects and promote tumor development.56,57 It has been revealed, that chronic inflammation plays a critical role in the development of cervical, prostate, colon and pancreatic cancers.58 Therefore, the chronic infection induced promotion of tumor growth and angiogenesis occurs at failure of acute immune response. The link between autoimmune disease and development of lymphoma has been reported too.59

The immune system is maintaining the equilibrium between immune recognition and tumor development. The outcome may be promotion or suppression of tumor growth. By the analysis of the existed research data the concept of “immuno editing” has been developed.59-61 It is helpful for explanation why in some cases tumours are dormant for years before re-emerging, and why other cases of tumours grow under the conditions of a fully functional immune system.62 In the process of cancer immunomodulation, the presenting tumour antigens most immunologically vulnerable cancer cells are eliminated because of their recognition and destruction by the immune system.63 As a result of genetic instability, permanent tumor cell division can generate malignant cells with reduced immunogenicity and ability to evade immune elimination. The process of formation of new tumor cell variants balanced by the elimination is duplicating “equilibrium”, during which the cancer cells continue division and accumulation of accidental mutational change or as response to chronic inflammation. In such case the balance between immune control and tumor growth is maintained, giving the appearance of tumor dormancy.64 However, these processes are the background of impairment of capacity of the immune system by tumours. The plausible development is the tumor eradication due to development of immune suppressive effects or discontinuation of expression of target antigens. This is the moment of tumor escape and formation of obvious clinical cancer. Some conditions may be considered as truly dormant cases of tumor. This might be achieved through induction of “senescence”. In such cases tumours remain dormant permanently as a result of irreversible replicative senescence.65 It has been shown that concrete genes are related to immune response,66 their expression rates are low in primary colorectal carcinomas with ability of later metastasis development. It is plausible, that the immune-related genes reduced expression alters activation of CD4 T-cells mainly through the MHC class II pathway. Platelets and circulating tumor cells (CTCs) interactions are important for haematogenous metastasis development.67

**FOXP3 gene and metastasis development**

Although the genes critical for the concrete cancer disease development are identified, the genes responsible for metastasis development and as a consequence for cancer recurrence aren’t identified till now. One of candidates is FOXP3. FOXP3 (Forkhead box protein P3) is important as regulatory T cells (Tregs) key transcription factor. It is important for suppression of Tregs immune functions.68 The recent research confirmed the expression of FOXP3 in tumor cells.69-70 This gene expression in tumor is linked with the mechanism of cancer immune escape.71 It has been revealed, that FOXP3 is expressed in cancer cells and Tregs. Cancer cells can induce transformation of T cells into Tregs and by this realize the immune escape mechanism.72 The availability of Tregs in neoplastic samples probably is making influence on tumor microenvironment. Furthermore, the availability of Tregs in tumor samples is linked with poor prognosis and worse clinical outcomes.73-75 The molecular features of FOXP3 should be noted too. FOXP3 is located at the short arm of X chromosome. The conserved non-coding sequences in intronic regions of FOXP3 bind with transcriptional factors; the expression regulation of the gene is complex.76 Polymorphisms of above mentioned intronic regions of FOXP3 could alter not only binding of transcriptional factors, but also expression of FOXP3 and function of Tregs by themselves.77 The polymorphism rs2232365 (A to G) of FOXP3 regulatory region correlates with immunologic diseases. These data are emphasizing the importance of FOXP3 gene for Tregs function regulation. The role of FOXP3 and its polymorphism rs2232365 (A to G) has not been investigated in cancer till now. Taking into account all above mentioned it can be hypothesized, that FOXP3 gene and its rs2232365 A/G polymorphism are associated with cancer. Furthermore, it is plausible that FOXP3 rs2232365 A/G polymorphism contributes to anesthesia drug adverse effect and the increased risk of cancer recurrence.

**Cellular interactions in cancer**

Tumours are composed by the different cellular types. Among those can be distinguished cancer cells as well as cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs), specialized mesenchymal cell types specific to concrete tissue environment, immune competent cells, endothelial cells and pericytes. The extracellular matrix (ECM) composed by structural (collagen and elastin) and specialized (fibrillin, fibronectin and elastin) proteins and proteoglycans is the essential component of the tumor too.78 Research data indicate, that the development of cancer strongly depends on tumor microenvironment and cellular interactions specific to the tumor. Furthermore, the importance of the Stephen Paget’s ‘seed and soil’ theory (1889) cannot be underestimated. Accordingly with this theory metastases of a concrete cancer (‘the seed’) often localizes to specific sites (‘the soil’), such tropism is due to the similarity of the environments of the original and secondary tumour sites.79 This theory has been confirmed experimentally. It has been revealed, that the tumour microenvironment (TME) is the mentioned ‘soil’.80-81 In tumor development and metastasis TME determines the underlying processes. The TME is important for deregulation of ECM, activation of proliferative signalling, inhibition of suppressors and apoptosis, activation of invasion and metastasis, and etc. The factors produced and secreted by primary tumours are altering the microenvironment of distant organs and by this making them suitable and attractive target for colonization by metastatic cancer cells. The non-malignant cells of tumor stroma produce the specific microenvironment which can modify the neoplastic properties of the malignant cells.82 The importance of TME, is supported by the concept that cancer cells aren’t manifesting the disease by themselves, they alter and influence the change of recruited normal cell types.83 Thus, the niche, or local microenvironment, of a cancer cell is extremely important for tumour progression. In 2012 has been proposed84 distinguishing of the following cellular types in TME stromal component:

---

Epigenetic aspects

Cancer related immune processes and mechanisms are complex. They entail the modifications in cancer cells and tumor microenvironment. These alterations aim inhibition of tumor cells recognition by immune competent cells. They include modified expression and presentation of tumor-associated antigens (TAAs) and secretion of cytokines. These complex processes are driven by different factors including altered epigenetic marks in tumor cells. It has been recently revealed, that epigenetic modifications can alter immune cell phenotype as well as function. Both regulatory and cytolytic functions of the immune cell may be altered. The accumulation of tumorgenesis specific epigenetic alterations contributes to obvious changes in genome-wide transcriptional regulation and genetic stability those the molecular background of immunoresistance. As the above, epigenetic aspects of tumorgenesis are important and essential for suppression of immune recognition and immune surveillance. They promote immune evasion through alterations of tumor and microenvironment. Immunosuppression is a striking feature of the global methylation pattern of the cancer genome. It is common and extends across heterogenous cancer phenotypes. The potential for epigenetic modifying agents (EMAs) to reverse these phenomena is an excellent therapeutic approach. The potential of epigenetic therapies before or in combination with immune therapies have been recently reported. These can be achieved through a variety of mechanisms enhancing antitumor immune responses. For example, these mechanisms may include improvement of immune recognition via expression, processing, and presentation of TAAs in tumor cells and efficient recognition, T-cell activation, and lysis of tumor targets by immune cells. Epigenetic therapies could play different roles within this complexity of an effective antitumor immune response. Other aspects of cancer related epigenetics is the methylation of tumor-suppressor genes and some miRNAs encoding genes. They can be used as important predictive and prognostic tools of cancer. Such approach acquires the especial importance during application of HDAC inhibitors for target gene expression activation. In breast cancer the methylation of RASSF1A, HOXA5, TWIST1, CCND2, p16, BRCA1, as well as genes encoding the estrogen receptor (ESR1) and the progesterone receptor (PGR) has been reported. These genes are associated with cancer genesis. Epigenetic changes specific to other tumor types may also provide prognostic data in ovarian cancer, prostate cancer, glioblastoma and cutaneous tumors.

Conclusion

Immune reactions during cancer as well as the underlying this phenomenon, molecular mechanisms of cancer cells and immune competent cells are important and actual research topics. The special research emphasis is given to the cellular communications and tumor tissue microenvironment. The immunology response against cancer cells can be determined as the complex task, which can be successfully performed only in the conditions of the adjusted and coordinated intracellular mechanisms, cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions. The target of modern research is focused on determination of genes critical for immune escape and metastasis as well as on their regulation. The data of this research will ensure the development of the modern and effective anti-cancer therapies as well as successful realization of the existed ones.
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